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This issue spotlights the facts concerning the unsustainable energy consumption required by today’s 
‘modern’ civilizations... Technocracy has warned, since the 20’s, the consequences of China pursuing 
unsustainable energy consumption, in an attempt to emulate the economy of the United States, would 
inevitably lead China and the rest of the World to disaster... / Paul Cordsmeyer 
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Experts assess impact of China's oil needs     February 13, 2006 - Bangor Daily News  
 
BELFAST - In 1993, there were just 700,000 passenger cars in the entire country of China.  By 2003, there 
were 5 million. In 2005, Chinese companies sold 5 million new passenger cars and its 2006 production 
capacity is now estimated at 8 million new cars. 
 
The increased use of passenger cars in China is just one factor that has made the country the second 
largest consumer of energy in the world behind the United States. Its booming economy, also second 
largest in the world, is driving China's energy consumption, and its growing wealth has made it an 
aggressive and effective competitor for energy resources, particularly oil. 
 
Panelists discussed "China and the Global competition for Energy" Saturday at a daylong forum sponsored 
by the Camden Conference and gave a broad view of the issues surrounding worldwide energy use and 
the impact of China as a player in the global oil market.  
 
About 79 percent of China energy production still comes from coal, and that is likely to increase slightly in 
the near future, according to Kevin Lindemer, an oil industry expert with Global Insight. But as energy 
needs have increased, China has begun to use more oil and has gone from an oil exporter 20 years ago to 
an oil importer. China now imports about 5 percent of the world's oil and that is expected to more than 
double to 13 percent by 2020, Lindemer said. 
 
The Chinese are constructing domestic and international pipelines to western Asia and are looking for 
additional oil resources into the Middle East and Africa. "China needs the light, sweet oil from Africa and is 
willing to pay for it," Lindemer said.  
 
The country is increasing its production capacity to support its economic growth, according to Joseph 
Stanislaw, an adviser on international economics, energy markets and corporate strategy and the co-
founder of Cambridge Energy Research Associates. Every two years, China builds the equivalent of the 
entire power generation of the United Kingdom, Stanislaw said. 
 
"There is so much pent up demand for everything, the only thing that will slow it down is lack of supply," he 
said. "If they produce a power plant, that plant will be used."  About 70 percent of the fuel to run those 
plants will be imported, he said.  'That is going to create competition on a magnitude that we have not 
seen," he said. 
 
This pursuit of energy comes as a result of the Chinese pursuit for prosperity, according to Matthew 
Simmons, chairman of Simmons & Co. International, an energy investment banking firm. By 2008 when 
China hosts the Olympics, officials hope that the 300 million people who live in the coastal regions will be 
as prosperous as any in Europe, he said, and that by 2020, poverty will be eliminated countrywide. "China 
has an insatiable need for energy because they have an insatiable desire to get themselves out of the dark 
ages," Simmons said. 
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US companies explore Wall St. for oil reserves      February 24,2006 

 
NEW YORK (Reuters) - Big U.S. oil and gas companies added more oil reserves in 2005 by using their 
checkbooks instead of their drill bits, and paid top dollar for the privilege, analysts said on Friday. 
 
So far, it appears the major companies that replaced more than 100 percent of their production last year 
did so by buying fields rather than finding them -- a trend that could quietly usher in shrinking global 
reserves. 
 



"Basically, (an oil field is) like beachfront property. It's very hard to come by," said Fadel Gheit, senior vice 

president for oil research at Oppenheimer & Co.  
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When Americans No Longer Own America     February 27, 2006 by CommonDreams.org 

by Thom Hartmann  
 
The Dubai Ports World deal is waking Americans up to a painful reality: So-called "conservatives" and "flat 
world" globalists have bankrupted our nation for their own bag of silver, and in the process are selling off 
America.  
 
Through a combination of the "Fast Track" authority pushed for by Reagan and GHW Bush, sweetheart 
trade deals involving "most favored nation status" for dictatorships like China, and Clinton pushing us into 
NAFTA and the WTO (via GATT), we've abandoned the principles of tariff-based trade that built American 
industry and kept us strong for over 200 years.  
 
The old concept was that if there was a dollar's worth of labor in a pair of shoes made in the USA, and 
somebody wanted to import shoes from China where there may only be ten cents worth of labor in those 
shoes, we'd level the playing field for labor by putting a 90-cent import tariff on each pair of shoes. 
Companies could choose to make their products here or overseas, but the ultimate cost of labor would be 
the same.  
 
Then came the flat-worlders, led by misguided true believers and promoted by multinational corporations. 
Do away with those tariffs, they said, because they "restrain trade." Let everything in, and tax nothing. The 
result has been an explosion of cheap goods coming into our nation, and the loss of millions of good 
manufacturing jobs and thousands of manufacturing companies. Entire industry sectors have been wiped 
out.  
 
These policies have kneecapped the American middle class. Our nation's largest employer has gone from 
being the unionized General Motors to the poverty-wages Wal-Mart. Americans have gone from having a 
net savings rate around 10 percent in the 1970s to a minus .5 percent in 2005 - meaning that they're going 
into debt or selling off their assets just to maintain their lifestyle.  
 
At the same time, federal policy has been to do the same thing at a national level. Because our so-called 
"free trade" policies have left us with an over $700 billion annual trade deficit, other countries are sitting on 
huge piles of the dollars we gave them to buy their stuff (via Wal-Mart and other "low cost" retailers). But 
we no longer manufacture anything they want to buy with those dollars.  
 
So instead of buying our manufactured goods, they are doing what we used to do with Third World nations 
- they are buying us, the USA, chunk by chunk. In particular, they want to buy things in America that will 
continue to produce profits, and then to take those profits overseas where they're invested to make other 
nations strong. The "things" they're buying are, by and large, corporations, utilities, and natural resources.  
 
Back in the pre-Reagan days, American companies made profits that were distributed among Americans. 
They used their profits to build more factories, or diversify into other businesses. The profits stayed in 
America.  
 
Today, foreigners awash with our consumer dollars are on a two-decades-long buying spree. The UK's BP 
bought Amoco for $48 billion - now Amoco's profits go to England. Deutsche Telekom bought VoiceStream 
Wireless, so their profits go to Germany, which is where most of the profits from Random House, Allied 
Signal, Chrysler, Doubleday, Cyprus Amax's US Coal Mining Operations, GTE/Sylvania, and 
Westinghouse's Power Generation profits go as well. Ralston Purina's profits go to Switzerland, along with 
Gerber's; TransAmerica's profits go to The Netherlands, while John Hancock Insurance's profits go to 
Canada. Even American Bankers Insurance Group is owned now by Fortis AG in Belgium.  
 
Foreign companies are buying up our water systems, our power generating systems, our mines, and our 
few remaining factories. All because "flat world" so-called "free trade" policies have turned us from a nation 
of wealthy producers into a nation of indebted consumers, leaving the world awash in dollars that are most 
easily used to buy off big chunks of America. As www.economyincrisis.com notes, US Government 
statistics indicate the following percentages of foreign ownership of American industry:  

http://www.economyincrisis.com/


 
Sound recording industries - 97%                                      Commodity contracts dealing & brokerage - 79%  
Motion picture & sound recording industries - 75%            Metal ore mining - 65%  
Motion picture and video industries - 64%                          Wineries and distilleries - 64%  
Database, directory, and other publishers - 63%                Book publishers - 63%  
Cement, concrete, lime, & gypsum product - 62%              Engine, turbine & power transmission - 57%  
Rubber product - 53%                                                         Nonmetallic mineral product manufacture - 53%  
Plastics and rubber products manufacture - 52%                Plastics product - 51%  
Other insurance related activities - 51%                              Boiler, tank, and shipping container - 50%  
Glass and glass product - 48%                                            Coal mining - 48%  
Sugar and confectionery product - 48%                              Nonmetallic mineral mining & quarrying - 47%  
Advertising and related services - 41%                               Pharmaceutical and medicine - 40%  
Clay, refractory, & other nonmetallic minerals - 40%          Securities brokerage - 38%  
Other general purpose machinery - 37%                            Motor vehicles and parts - 29% 
Audio and video equipment manufacturing and reproducing magnetic and optical media - 36%  
Support activities for mining - 36%                                      Soap, cleaning compound, & toilet prep - 32%  
Chemical manufacturing - 30%                                            Industrial machinery - 30%  
Securities, commodity contracts, and other financial investments and related activities - 30%  
Other food - 29%                                                                 Machinery manufacturing - 28%  
Other electrical equipment & component - 28%                  Basic chemical - 24%  
Securities and commodity exchanges and other financial investment activities - 27%  
Architectural, engineering, & related services - 26%           Petroleum refineries (incl. integrated) - 25% 
Credit card issuing & other consumer credit - 26%             Petroleum & coal products mfg - 25% 
Navigational, measuring, electromedical, and control instruments - 25%  
Transportation equipment manufacturing - 25%                 Commercial & service industry machinery - 25%  
Investment banking & securities dealing - 24%                   Semiconductor & other electronic compt - 23%  
Paint, coating, and adhesive - 22%                                     Printing & related support activities - 21%  
Chemical product and preparation - 20%                            Iron, steel mills, and steel products - 20%  
Agriculture, construction, & mining machinery - 20%          Publishing industries - 20%  
Medical equipment & supplies - 20%  
  
The "security" implications of turning our ports over to the UAE are just the latest nail in what the cons 
hope will be the coffin of American democracy and the American middle class. Today's conservatives 
believe in rule by inherited wealth and an internationalist corporate elite, and things like a politically 
aroused citizenry and a healthy democracy are pesky distractions.  
 
Everything today is driven by profits for multinationals, supported by the lawmaking power of the WTO. 
Thus, parts for our missiles are now made in China, a country that last year threatened us with nuclear 
weapons. Our oil comes from a country that birthed a Wahabist movement that ultimately led to 14 Saudi 
citizens flying jetliners into the World Trade buildings and the Pentagon. Germans now own the Chrysler 
auto assembly lines that turned out tanks to use against Germany in WWII. And the price of labor in 
America is being held down by over ten million illegal workers, a situation that was impossible twenty-five 
years ago when unions were the first bulwark against dilution of the American labor force.  
 
When Thomas Jefferson wrote of King George III in the Declaration of Independence, "He has combined 
with others to subject us to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitutions and unacknowledged by our laws, 
giving his assent to their acts of pretended legislation" he just as easily could have been writing of the 
World Trade Organization, which now has the legal authority to force the United States to overturn laws 
passed at both local, state, and federal levels with dictates devised by tribunals made up of 
representatives of multinational corporations 
 
As Simon Romero and Heather Timmons noted in The New York Times on 24 February 2006, "the 
international shipping business has evolved in recent years to include many more containers with 
consumer goods, in addition to old-fashioned bulk commodities, and that has helped lift profit margins to 
30 percent, from the single digits. These smartly managed foreign operators now manage about 80 
percent of port terminals in the United States."  
 
And those 30 percent profits from American port operations now going to Great Britain will probably soon 
go to the United Arab Emirates, a nation with tight interconnections to both the Bush administration and 
the Bush family.  



Ultimately, it's not about security -- it's about money. In the multinational corporatocracy's "flat world," 
money trumps the national good, community concerns, labor interests, and the environment. NAFTA, 
CAFTA, and WTO tribunals can - and regularly do - strike down local and national laws. Thomas Paine's 
"Rights of Man" are replaced by Antonin Scalia's "Rights of Corporate Persons."  
 
Thom Hartmann is a Project Censored Award-winning best-selling author of over a dozen books and the 
host of a nationally syndicated noon-3pm ET daily progressive talk show syndicated by Air America Radio. 
www.thomhartmann.com Most recent books  "What Would Jefferson Do?" and Ultimate Sacrifice.  
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PeakCrisis Cantarell An Omen?  http://www.fcnp.com/550/peakoil.htm 

By Tom Whipple 
 
 There are a lot of bad things out there waiting to bite as the world moves towards peak oil Iran, Iraq, 
Nigeria, Venezuela, China, globalization, and hurricanes to name a few. Last week a new bogeyman  
arose super fast oil depletion.  
 
Our story begins 65 million years ago when the Chicxulub meteor (or perhaps comet) crashed into the sea 
near the Yucatan Peninsula . This was one big bang, for it not only wiped out all our dinosaurs, but also 
took out 75% of the species living on earth.  
 
As our 10 km wide meteor was tooling along at 60,000 miles per hour when it hit, there was not much left 
of the meteor but vapor after the impact, but for a few seconds, there was a monster hole in the earth 100 
miles in diameter. I won't go into all the terrible things that happened to our earth in the months after the 
blast, but few living things survived.  
 
Our new hole promptly filled up with rubble (breccia, to geologists) pushed in by the rushing waters of the 
returning sea and landslides along the sides of the crater. Somewhere, between 65 million years ago and 
1976, parts of this underwater rubble filled hole, filled up with about 35 billion barrels of oil. Making it one of 
the world's greatest oil fields. It is now called Cantarell.  
 
Within a few years of its discovery in 1976, it was producing over a million barrels a day from only 40 wells. 
Fifteen years later however, the natural gas pressure driving out the oil started to give out and production 
started dropping. In response, the Mexican Oil Company PEMEX built a large nitrogen separation plant 
near the field and started injecting 1.2 billion cubic feet of high-pressure nitrogen into Cantarell each day.  
 
The program worked like a dream; a few years later Cantarell was producing 2.1 million barrels per day 
making it number two in the world right up there behind the Saudi's great Ghawar field which is producing 
on the order of 4.4 million barrels a day. This 2 million barrels a day represents about 60% of Mexican oil 
production and is what allows the country to export 1.82 million barrels a day most of which went to the 
United States.  
 
Like all good things, massive flows of cheap oil must one day come to an end, so only four years after 
getting production up to over 2 million barrels a day, PEMEX announced the end was in sight and 
Cantarell was going into depletion. Last year, they announced the decline had actually started and that 
2005 production would be down to 2.0 million barrels a day 5% lower than in 2004.  
 
There the matter rested. However, as we know in Washington , you simply can't keep a really good secret 
very long. Last week, somebody leaked the top secret PEMEX Cantarell Depletion study, and guess what? 
The situation might just well be a whole lot worse than the Mexicans have been letting on.  
 
An energy consultant in Mexico City published parts of the study and later the Wall Street Journal got to 
examine the document. It seems there is only 825 feet between the gas cap over the oil and the water that 
is pushing into Cantarell from the bottom. This distance is  closing at between 250 and 360 feet per year.  
 
The more pessimistic of the study's scenarios have Cantarell's production dropping from 2 million b/d to 
875 thousand barrels a day by the end of next year and 520 thousand barrels a day by the end of 2008. 
PEMEX, while refusing to release the study comments the pessimistic scenarios will only happen if they do 
nothing and they are taking aggressive steps to mitigate the situation.  
 

http://www.thomhartmann.com/


Outside experts are not so sure. Cantarell is a meteor-crater based field and as such is unlike any other. 
Extremely high depletion rates are not completely unknown. Production at Oman 's 35 year-old Yibil field 
peaked in 1997 at 225-250 thousand barrels a day and then declined to 88-95 thousand barrels a day in 
three years. In the case of Yibil, part of the rapid decline was attributed to the introduction of horizontal and 
multi-lateral drilling into field that increased the percentage of water being brought to the surface with the 
oil to a greater extent then anticipated.  
 
If the pessimistic scenarios outlined in the PEMEX study come to pass, it will be very serious. The loss of 
nearly 1.5 million barrels a day of production capacity within three years will be very difficult to overcome 
either from other Mexican fields or from new production in other countries. Unlike political stoppages from  
exporters such as Iran or Nigeria, depletion can't be put right. Mexican exports will be seriously reduced or 
perhaps even eliminated forever.  
 
Cantarell could turn out to be another case where advanced technology in this case nitrogen injection does 
not ultimately increase the quantity of oil recovered from a field, but simply gets a smaller amount out 
faster. In the meantime, oil production from Cantarell bears close watching. An unusually fast decline will 
be yet another indicator that peak oil is indeed very near at hand.  
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Kuwait's biggest field starts to run out of oil     www.kuwaittimes.net/localnews 

By Peter J. Cooper 
 
KUWAIT: It was an incredible revelation last week that the second largest oil field in the world is exhausted 
and past its peak output.Yet that is what the Kuwait Oil Company revealed about its Burgan field. The peak 
output of the Burgan oil field will now be around 1.7million barrels per day, and not the two million barrels 
per day forecast for the rest of the field's 30 to 40 years of life, Chairman Farouk Al-Zanki told Bloomberg. 
He said that engineers had tried to maintain 1.9 million barrels per day but that 1.7 million is the optimum 
rate. Kuwait will now spend some $3 million a year for the next year to boost output and exports from other 
fields. 
 
However, it is surely a landmark moment when the world's second largest oil field begins to run dry. For 
Burgan has been pumping oil for almost 60 years and accounts for more than half of Kuwait's proven oil 
reserves. This is also not what forecasters are currently assuming. Last week the International Energy 
Agency's report said output from the Greater Burgan area will be 1.64 million barrels a day in 2020 and 
1.53 million barrels per day in 2030. Is this now a realistic scenario? The news about the Burgan oil field 
also lends credence to the controversial opinions of investment banker and geologist Matthew Simmons. 
His book 'Twilight in the Desert: The Coming Saudi Oil Shock and the World Economy' claims that ageing 
Saudi oil fields also face serious production falls.  
 
Nobody can change the geology, and forces of nature that laid down reserves of oil and gas over millions 
and millions of years. Could it be that we have been blinded by technological advances into thinking that 
there is some way to beat nature? The natural world has an uncanny ability to hit back at the arrogance of 
man, and perhaps a reassessment of reality at this point is called for, rather than a reliance on oil statistics 
that may owe more to political maneuvering than geological facts. 
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Graduates Versus Oligarchs    Feb. 27,2006 NYTimes 

By PAUL KRUGMAN 
 
Ben Bernanke's maiden Congressional testimony as chairman of the Federal Reserve was, everyone 
agrees, superb. He didn't put a foot wrong on monetary or fiscal policy. 
 
But Mr. Bernanke did stumble at one point. Responding to a question from Representative Barney Frank 
about income inequality, he declared that "the most important factor" in rising inequality "is the rising skill 
premium, the increased return to education."  
 
That's a fundamental misreading of what's happening to American society. What we're seeing isn't the rise 
of a fairly broad class of knowledge workers. Instead, we're seeing the rise of a narrow oligarchy: income 
and wealth are becoming increasingly concentrated in the hands of a small, privileged elite. 
 



I think of Mr. Bernanke's position, which one hears all the time, as the 80-20 fallacy. It's the notion that the 
winners in our increasingly unequal society are a fairly large group that the 20 percent or so of American 
workers who have the skills to take advantage of new technology and globalization are pulling away from 
the 80 percent who don't have these skills.  
 
The truth is quite different. Highly educated workers have done better than those with less education, but a 
college degree has hardly been a ticket to big income gains. The 2006 Economic Report of the President 
tells us that the real earnings of college graduates actually fell more than 5 percent between 2000 and 
2004. Over the longer stretch from 1975 to 2004 the average earnings of college graduates rose, but by 
less than 1 percent per year.  So who are the winners from rising inequality? It's not the top 20 %, or even 
the top 10 %. The big gains have gone to a much smaller, much richer group than that.  
 
A new research paper by Ian Dew-Becker and Robert Gordon of Northwestern University, "Where Did the 
Productivity Growth Go?," gives the details.  Between 1972 and 2001 the wage and salary income of 
Americans at the 90th percentile of the income distribution rose only 34 percent, or about 1 percent per 
year. So being in the top 10 percent of the income distribution, like being a college graduate, wasn't a 
ticket to big income gains.  But income at the 99th percentile rose 87 percent; income at the 99.9th      
percentile rose 181 percent; and income at the 99.99th percentile rose 497 percent. No, that's not a 
misprint.  
 
Just to give you a sense of who we're talking about: the nonpartisan Tax Policy Center estimates that this 
year the 99th percentile will correspond to an income of $402,306, and the 99.9th percentile to an income 
of $1,672,726. The center doesn't give a number for the 99.99th percentile, but it's probably well over $6 
million a year.  
 
Why would someone as smart and well informed as Mr. Bernanke get the nature of growing inequality 
wrong? Because the fallacy he fell into tends to dominate polite discussion about income trends, not 
because it's true, but because it's comforting. The notion that it's all about returns to education suggests 
that nobody is to blame for rising inequality, that it's just a case of supply and demand at work. And it also 
suggests that the way to mitigate inequality is to improve our educational system and better education in a 
value to which just about every politician in America pays at least lip service. 
 
The idea that we have a rising oligarchy is much more disturbing. It suggests that the growth of inequality 
may have as much to do with power relations as it does with market forces. Unfortunately, that's the real 
story. 
 
Should we be worried about the increasingly oligarchic nature of American society? Yes, and not just 
because a rising economic tide has failed to lift most boats. Both history and modern experience tell us 
that highly unequal societies also tend to be highly corrupt. There's an arrow of causation that runs from 
diverging income trends to Jack Abramoff and the K Street project. And I'm with Alan Greenspan, who 
surprisingly, given his libertarian roots has repeatedly warned that growing inequality poses a threat to 
"democratic society."  
 
It's time to face up to the fact that rising inequality is driven by the giant income gains of a tiny elite, not the 
modest gains of college graduates.  
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Global Glacier Meltdown      March 2, 2006 ABC News.com 

(March 2) - For the first time, scientists have confirmed Earth is melting at both ends 
Antarctica has been called "a slumbering giant" by a climate scientist who predicts that if all the ice melted, 
sea levels would rise by 200 feet. Other scientists believe that such a thing won't happen, but new studies 
show that the slumbering giant has started to stir. 
Melting at Both Ends: 
Recent studies have confirmed that the North Pole and the South Pole have started melting. Experts have 
long predicted that global warming would start to melt Greenland's two-mile-thick ice sheet, but they also 
thought the more massive ice sheet covering Antarctica would increase in the 21st century. 
 
It seems they were wrong... Two new studies find that despite the increasing snowfall that comes with 
global warming as a result of the increased moisture in the air, Antarctica's ice sheets are losing far more 
than the snow is adding. 



 
According to the National Academy of Sciences, Earth's surface temperature has risen by about 1 degree 
Fahrenheit in the last century, with accelerated warming during the last two decades. Most of the warming 
over the last 50 years is attributable to human activities through the buildup of greenhouse gases — 
primarily carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide. Although the heat-trapping property of these gases is 
undisputed, uncertainties exist about exactly how Earth's climate responds to them. 
 
"The warming ocean comes underneath the ice shelves and melts them from the bottom, and warmer air 
from the top melts them from the top," said NASA glaciologist Jay Zwally. "So they're thinning and 
eventually they get to a point where they go poof!" 
 
Zwally explains that the ice shelves, which the Antarctic ice cap pushes out into the ocean, are responding 
more than they expected to Earth's warming air and water. If the melting speeds up to a rapid runaway 
process called a "collapse," coastal cities and villages could be in danger. 
 
James Hansen, director of NASA's Earth Science Research, said that disaster could probably be avoided, 
but that it would require dramatically cutting emission outputs. If the proper actions aren't taken, Hansen 
said, the sea level could rise as much as 80 feet by the time today's children reach middle age. 
"We now must choose between a serious problem that we can probably handle and, if we don't act soon, 
unmitigated disaster down the road," Hansen said. 
 
Scientists looking at ice cores can now read Earth's temperatures from past millennia and match them to 
sea levels from those eras. 
 
"Based on the history of the Earth, if we can keep the warming less than 2 degrees Fahrenheit, I think we 
can avoid disastrous ice sheet collapse," Hansen said. 
 
Hansen and other scientists point out that a rise of at least 1 degree Fahrenheit — and another few feet of 
sea level — seem virtually certain to happen because of the carbon that mankind  
has already put in the atmosphere. 
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Peak Oil's Threat to Public Health - By Dan Bednarz, PhD Philadelphia in EnergyBulletin.net, 

reprinted in FromTheWilderness.com  
Date: Sat, 4 Mar 2006  
 
Excerpts from a presentation at the annual meetings of the American Public Health Association, 
 

1. Hubbert's calculations indicate that 94% of all the oil in the world has been discovered. Meanwhile, 
world demand for oil is rising while supply is -at present-- holding steady; this is ominous. 
 
There is little dispute that we have not found scalable energy substitutes for oil and gas since the 
1970s when Jimmy Carter talked to the nation about our reliance on fossil fuel; and now the hour 
probably is past for a "smooth transition." 
 
Space constraints prevent elaboration, but consider the following. The "Hydrogen Economy" sounds 
catchy yet is unworkable due to unresolved technological issues; plus hydrogen is no more a fuel than 
is electricity -you need to spend energy to produce hydrogen that carries energy. Some advocate 
synthetic (liquefying) coal while pooh-poohing the cost to the consumer ($5.00 a gallon gas), the 
additional pollution and climate change ("global warming") it will generate, and the ecological 
destructiveness of massive coal extraction. Similarly, wind, solar, biomass, nuclear, and hydroelectric 
at present can provide only a fraction of the energy we now get from oil and natural gas; moreover, 
they are reliant, either in construction or maintenance, on oil and gas. As things stand, nothing rivals 
oil and natural gas for their convertibility, energy density and other features, such as their 
indispensable role in increasing agricultural yield ("The Green Revolution"). 
 
So what does a post-petroleum world look like? 
 
Let's focus on what we know with some certainty. 1) Oil is a resource modern society relies upon. 2) 
Populations and economies continue to grow as oil production is about to plateau and then decline.          



3) We presently have no scalable substitutes for oil. 4) When a vital resource becomes scarce, if no 
substitute is available, something will have to give, meaning that if society does not make changes, 
nature will. <><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> 

 
Clyde Wilson, the originator of the Original Trendevents Newsletter of the 50’s and 60’s has sent  
a very interesting document which he has titled: “Technocracy’s position in time of War or 
Peace”  Containing the following three precepts: 
 
1. Technocracy takes the position that if America cannot put its own house in order, confronted  

with infrastructural chaos, environmental deterioration and a rapid dwindling resource base, 
with millions of people living at or below the poverty level in the midst of plenty, and faced 
with a financial and monetary structure that is already beyond the brink, how can this nation 
while in complete disarray solve the problems of other nations of the world?  Technocracy 
states that the present war in the Mideast region is a policy of desperation to divert  the 
attention of the American people away from the real social and economic issues or problems 
that cannot be solved under a Price System (which refers to governance by Monetary policy 
which will, in the short term, solely provides profit only for the well connected!). 

2. The events of the past and today point out the urgency for a new direction and a fundamental 
change in the method of operation. More than ever America needs a transformation where it 
can apply its research and development, science and technology, know-how and expertise, 
and mobilize its resources for meaningful and constructive pursuits. Putting America’s house 
in order is our most important priority, not that of pursuing or perpetuating a policy based 
upon mass destruction and the ravenous depletion of the nation’s and the world’s remaining 
resources and sowing the seeds for the demise of civilization.  

3. Technocracy proposes and supports the total mobilization of all resources—men and women, 
machines, material and money with services from all and profits to none—as the foremost 
transitional mechanism in time of war or peace      

 

Extracted from: Could We Do More?  By Bill DesJardins       Go to: www.Technocracyinc.org 

 
For disasters such as Katrina, how would Total Conscription function?  First, the people of New 
Orleans and other cities would have been evacuated in good time, with minimal deaths or 
injuries. To be followed by the rebuilding, which would take only a couple years with the entire 
nation working at the task. Once complete, the people of these areas could return to their homes, 
and begin their lives anew, for most things, such as homes, furniture, and businesses, will have 
been replaced. Thousands are left with nothing, surviving only on the generosity of others, 
waiting for the "money" to find them.  
 
An intelligent and responsive system is all that is needed. Instead we continue to play this paper 
game of money and politics.  The Fact is our productive capacity on this continent is such that 
every man, woman and child could have a significantly higher standard of living, without any 
worry about such disasters,  Technocracy has already done the research, all you have to do is 
investigate it for yourself. We don't have to suffer these tragedies any more, so why wait? 
       


